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1. Summary
During the MOVECIT project several campaign actions were implemented especially related to Climate
Alliance’s pilot action WALKING AWARD. Eight events and one walking competition with running time of
one month were organized for the issue of promoting sustainable mobility, to involve different target
groups and encourage to using sustainable transport modes.

2. Date and place
1. RAD OPENING MÖDLING
14th of April 2018, Pedestrian Zone Mödling
2. WALKING COMPETITION “Walking Award”
Municipality of Baden, Leoben, Mödling: 17th of September 2018 – 12th October 2018
3. EXPERTS LECTURES ON HEALTH ASPECTS OF WALKING AND CYCLING
Amtshaus Mödling: 6th July 2018
Rathaus Baden: 10th September 2018
4. WALKING AWARD CEREMONY
Rathaus Baden, 14th November 2018
Rathaus Leoben, 19th November 2018
AK Saal Mödling, 17th of December 2018
5. PRESENTATION GREGOR SIEBÖCK “20.000 kilometres around the world”
Cinema Paradiso Baden: 20th of February 2019
6. CARPOOLING WORKSHOP
Rathaus Baden: 3rd April 2019

3. Number and types of participants/target groups
1. RAD OPENING MÖDLING
Opening event of bike season - public event in Mödling’s pedestrian zone:
target group: passers-by, persons who are interested on sustainable mobility/ cyclists
2. WALKING COMPETITION:
154 participants, employees of the municipalities Baden, Leoben, Mödling
3. EXPERTS LECTURES ON HEALTH ASPECTS OF WALKING AND CYCLING:
Mödling: 16 participants, employees of the municipality Mödling
Baden: 9 participants, employees of the municipality Baden
4. WALKING AWARD CEREMONY
Walking Award Ceremony Baden: Press event (see: D.C.5.1.)
(the municipality of Baden won the Walking Award):
9 participants: important representatives of Baden like mayor Stefan Szirucsek and vice
mayor Helga Krismer, representatives of Climate Alliance Austria like Manager Markus HafnerAuinger and Robert Simbürger and local winners of the walking Award
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Walking Award Ceremony Leoben: official award ceremony
6 Participants: Ms Nicole Ginter and Mr Klaus Minati (Climate Alliance Austria) Mr Gernot
Kreindl (Head of Leoben’s Climate and Energy Policy), Local Winners of the Walking Award:
Roswitha Thaler, Andrea Nebel and Birgit Kummer
Walking Award Ceremony Mödling: official award ceremony linked to municipality’s
traditional Christmas dinner.
150 participants: local winners of the walking award, employees and representatives of the
municipality
Sabine Luger (Climate Alliance Austria)
5. PRESENTATION GREGOR SIEBÖCK:
~ 160 participants, inhabitants of Baden and surrounding municipalities (public event)
Sabine Luger, Hannes Höller, Tristan Brucker (Climate Alliance Austria)
Gerfried Koch (Climate and Energy Department Baden)
Stefan Szirucsek (mayor of Baden)
Helga Krismer (vice-mayor of Baden)
6. CARPOOLING WORKSHOP:
Stakeholders of the municipality of Baden
10 participants: Sabine Luger & Tristan Brucker, Climate Alliance Austria
Irene Strauss & Christian Pölzl, Greendrive Carpooling App
Otto Wolkerstorfer (Education Department Baden), Anton Poglonik (Municipal Gardening
Service Baden), Peer Sabrina (Climate and Energy Department Baden), Daniela Jurzcek (staff
committee Baden), Szumouski Maria (staff committee Baden), Gerfried Koch (Climate &
Energy Department).

4. Implemented actions and links to deliverables,
outputs
1. RAD OPENING MÖDLING:
The event was organized by the Municipality of Mödling (Mr Wannenmacher) to promote bike
season. For that reason, relevant institutions and companies were invited to participate like
the Mödling’s Radlobby (Bicycle NGO), E-Bike- & Cargobike-Shops, bike repair shop who
offered free bicycle service. At the event Climate Alliance had an information desk in
Mödling’s pedestrian zone with different games to promote the MOVECIT project and
sustainable Mobility. For the event CAA prepared posters, a sustainable mobility quiz rally for
Mödling, a simple survey tool on mobility behaviour and Climate Alliance’s climate quiz wheel.
- Posters promoted the MOVECIT project and the mobility quiz rally
-

With a simple survey tool people where asked about their mobility behaviour/
about the transport mode they used to get to the event (→ put a wooden pearl
into a jam jar with the right mark like pedestrian, bicycle, car, train, carpooling)

-

Sustainable Mobility Quiz: People had to answer some questions concerning
sustainable mobility infrastructure in Mödling like public bike share, number of
bicycle holders in pedestrian zone, etc. and could win small prices for right
answers.
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-

Climate Alliance’s climate quiz wheel was not prepared during MOVECIT project
but is a nice game to broach the issue of climate change and relevant aspects
like sustainable mobility issues.

2. WALKING COMPETITION “Walking Award”:
The walking competition was campaign action and pilot action at the same time and was
developed by Climate Alliance Austria. The campaign was prepared to encourage
municipalities’ employees to walk short travel distances instead of using the car. The walking
competition “Walking Award” ran over a period of time of one month (see D.T. 3.3.3
Implementation of pilot action). For the campaign different kind of material was prepared:
posters, flyer, sticker, booklets, trophies, certificates & medals, sponsored prices, official
ceremonies in each participating municipality (Baden, Mödling, Leoben).

3. EXPERTS LECTURE ON HEALTH ASPECTS OF WALKING & CYCLING:
The experts lecture on health aspects of walking and cycling was held by Mr Hans-Peter
Hutter, who is medical doctor and educated landscape planner. He held two lectures, one in
Baden, one in Mödling, before the Walking Competition started. Employees should be
encouraged to participate on the walking competition by getting information about positive
impact of walking on human health. Mr Hutter prepared a Power Point presentation; Ms Weiß
from Climate Alliance gave a short introduction of the MOVECIT project and made a guessing
game with step counting on a given distance.

4. WALKING AWARD CEREMONIES
At each participating municipality, official award ceremonies took place. Prizes were given to
the winner’s municipality Baden, where nearly a fourth of the employees participated on the
walking competition. Further prizes were given to local winners - persons who participated on
the Walking Award and had best Walking results and further all participants who at least did
60.000 steps could participate on a lottery.

5. MULTIMEDIAL PRESENTATION GREGOR SIEBÖCK:
Mr Sieböck is adventure traveller, who became famous when he started to travel around the
world by walking. On his presentations Mr Sieböck provides travel reports with photos that he
made on his journeys. In Austria Mr Sieböck is often cooperating with companies and
institutions, who focus on sustainability and environmental issues. Mr Sieböcks presentation
was given as the main price for the municipality, who won the walking competition. For that
reason, the presentation took place in Baden and was organized and promoted in cooperation
with Mr Koch and the local Cinema Paradiso. The presentation was a public event with the
target to promote the MOVECIT project and its focus on sustainable mobility, for awareness
rising and to give special honour Mr Koch, the municipality of Baden and its employees.

6. CARPOOLING WORKSHOP:
Due the mobility survey in Baden it became visible, that on travel distances between 5
and 10 kilometres nearly 90 percent of the employees use their private car because of a
lack of alternatives like public transport. For that reason, Mr Koch wanted to provide car
pool matching service for employees. During the carpooling workshop different car pool
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apps were presented like comovee, Cesty Mesty (Czech Environmental Partnership
Foundation) and greendrive.

5. Expected effects and the response
-

RAD OPENING MÖDLING:
When Climate Alliance Austria participated on bike season opening event in Mödling it was the
intention to make the MOVECIT project and its issues in Mödling visible and to raise awareness on
sustainable mobility on a very low threshold level and with funny games. In this case the weather
had bad influence on the effect because after an hour it became very windy, so that some of the
materials broke. Further we realized that the mobility quiz was too complex for the given context
and it took too much time and effort to answer the questions. 10 persons participated on the
mobility quiz when we changed the rules from providing the right answers by e.g. counting cycle
stands in Mödling’s pedestrian zone, into guessing the right answers. The survey tool with jam
jars and symbols for different transport modes is good to use for such kind of event because it is
very low-threshold and good to get in contact and to discuss and reflect the topic of mobility
behaviour. The survey tool was used for several events like workshops, seminars, trainings within
the MOVECIT project.

-

WALKING COMPETITION “Walking Award” & WALKING AWARD CEREMONIES:
Posters and flyer were prepared for promoting the Walking Award and to inform about its
context, duration and conditions of participation. Both were sent as digital documents; flyers
were also printed. The mobility teams mainly spread digital flyers via email.
Stickers were prepared to encourage participants to walk regularly. One municipality gave the
feedback, that stickers are more attractive for a younger target group.
Booklets were prepared to encourage, inform about positive aspects of walking and about the
Walking Award procedure, for documentation (step table) and as registration card. Municipalities
did like the design of the booklet but missed a tool which makes comparison possible and which
increases the competition aspect. An online platform for registration, documentation and with
progress bars was mentioned as potential amendment.
Medals, trophies and certificates were prepared for winners. Trophy for the municipality with
highest number of steps, medals for best three walkers of each municipality, certificates for each
participant and sponsored prices were drawn between all participants who reached more than
60.000 steps. There different feedbacks concerning price lottery and best walkers – on one hand it
can’t be proved if participants documented real steps and on the other hand 60.000 seem to be
achieved too easy to win high quality prizes.
By official Award Ceremonies Climate Alliance gave honour to mobility teams and municipalities
which was recognized as such and brought very positively feedback.
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All in all, 154 employees participated. More than 100 were employees of Baden, which is nearly a
fourth of Baden’s employees. - CAA’s mobility partner Mr Koch motivated a lot. Currently the
Walking Competition is further developed by Climate Alliance as campaign activity for other
Climate Alliance partner municipalities who regularly participate on European Mobility Week.

EXPERTS LECTURE ON HEALTH ASPECTS OF WALKING & CYCLING:
Especially in Baden it became visible that the walking competition itself was more attractive than
the experts lecture – 9 employees participated at the expert’s lecture and more than 100
employees participated on the walking competition. On the other hand, Leoben in 2018 had a
special focus on “health at work2 and provided different offers to its employees such as a similar
expert’s lecture like Mr Hutter’s. In this case, the walking competition became a supplementing
activity of the “health at work” topic.

MULTTIMEDIAL PRESENTATION GREGOR SIEBÖCK:
Due Mr Sieböck’s presentation it became visible, that the topic of travelling, self-experience,
further an entertaining after work program and Mr Sieböck’s popularity were a good strategy for
promoting environmental issues. The cinema, where the presentation took place, was fully booked
and even the cinema hall was too small for all visitors. So, the cooperation event between Climate
Alliance, the municipality of Baden, the local cinema and famous Mr Sieböck was a big success.

CARPOOLING WORKSHOP:
The municipality of Baden has nearly 500 employees working at 11 different locations. In this case
carpool matching becomes inefficient. It was the aim of the workshop to promote carpooling to
relevant stakeholders like the staff committee or the municipal garden service with high number
of employees who live in more rural areas and working times which are not linked to public
transport time tables. On the other hand, different services of carpool matching should be
presented to find the good solutions for Baden’s many different workplace location “problems”.
For instance, Cesty Mesty is a platform which mainly targets companies with high rate of
employees at one location, comovee provides carpooling for municipalities and its inhabitants and
greendrive offers both but suggested carpool matching between Baden’s employees and other
public institutions like the hospital or the tax office nearby. In a next step carpooling will be
promoted to employees and a survey will be implemented related to carpooling. Results will be a
basis for further decisions.
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6.1. Invitation and Agenda
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EXPERTS LECTURES ON HEALTH ASPECTS OF WALKING AND CYCLING

Baden

Mödling
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PRESENTATION GREGOR SIEBÖCK
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6.2. List of participants
EXPERTS LECTURES ON HEALTH ASPECTS OF WALKING AND CYCLING
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CARPOOLING WORKSHOP
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6.3. Pictures
RAD OPENING MÖDLING

WALKING COMPETITION – AWARD CEREMONIES

Leoben

Mödling

Baden
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EXPERTS LECTURES ON HEALTH ASPECTS OF WALKING AND CYCLING

Baden

Mödling

MULTIMEDIAL PRESENTATION GREGOR SIEBÖCK “20.000km walking around the world”
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CARPOOLING WORKSHOP
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6.4. Media coverage
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6.5. Campaign Material
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FLYER Carpooling
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